Determination of shikimate in crude plant extracts by micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography.
A method based on micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MECC) has been developed for the determination of shikimate in water and crude plant extracts. The analytes are separated in a cholate-taurine buffer by MECC at pH 7.3 and measured by direct UV detection at 206 nm. Shikimate showed linearity up to 12.5 mM, with a squared correlation coefficient (r(2)) of 0.9997. The method has concentration limit of detection (cLOD) and concentration limit of quantification (cLOQ) at 24.4 and 67.8 microM, respectively, corresponding to detection in the femtomol range. The number of theoretical plates (N) was estimated to 245,000 for the optimized system using a capillary with an effective length of 560 mm. The method was tested on plant samples by measuring the shikimate content in leaves of rapeseed plants grown in hydroponic solutions containing the herbicide glyphosate, a well-known inhibitor of the shikimate pathway. In crude extracts of these plants, shikimate was found to accumulate in the leaves, confirming earlier reports of shikimate as a potential biomarker for glyphosate treatment. The method now developed was also able to detect shikimate-3-phosphate, but this compound was not accumulated in glyphosate inhibited plants as found for shikimate.